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Highlights


Common Data Elements (CDEs) aid with systematic data collection and standardization.



EPITARGET has published the first set of CDEs for preclinical studies of epilepsy.



Good data management and handling supports scientific discovery.

Abstract
Lack of translation of data obtained in preclinical trials to clinic has kindled researchers to
develop new methodologies to increase the power and reproducibility of preclinical studies. One
approach relates to harmonization of data collection and analysis, and has been used for a long
time in clinical studies testing anti-seizure drugs. EPITARGET is a European Union FP7-funded
research consortium composed of 18 partners from 9 countries. Its main research objective is to
identify biomarkers and develop treatments for epileptogenesis. As the first step of harmonization
of procedures between laboratories, EPITARGET established working groups for designing projecttailored common data elements (CDEs) and case report forms (CRFs) to be used in data collection
and analysis. Eight major modules of CRFs were developed, presenting >1000 data points for each
animal. EPITARGET presents the first single-project effort for harmonization of preclinical data
2

collection and analysis in epilepsy research. EPITARGET is also anticipating the future challenges
and requirements in a larger-scale preclinical harmonization of epilepsy studies, including training,
data management expertise, cost, location, data safety and continuity of data repositories during
and after funding period, and incentives motivating for the use of CDEs.

Key words: common data element; database; data management; epileptogenesis; epilepsy
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1. Introduction
Due to many failures in translating promising preclinical treatments into clinic, there is
increasing concern that the pharmaceutical industries’ interest in brain-related diseases will
vanish. Consequently, there will be no novel, more efficient, and better tolerated treatments for
neurological and psychiatric diseases, including epilepsy. The problems in translation have been
related to models used, differences in pathophysiology of the disease between experimental
models and humans, and importantly, the lack of statistical power and reproducibility of
preclinical studies (Simonato et al., 2014; Steward et al., 2012). Small sample sizes have led to low
statistical power, and consequently, overestimation of effect size and poor reproducibility (Button
et al., 2013).
Part of the problem is that the data between laboratories are incomparable because of
miscommunication, bias in reporting, lack of standardized data collection guidelines (Landis et al.,
2012) and diverse experimental procedures. Furthermore, continuously increasing amount of data
requires commonly shared scientific practices and good data management to ensure data
integrity, findability, accessibility, interoperability, and reusability between researchers and
research groups.
Until recently, there have been very few attempts for harmonization of practices in preclinical
studies (Lemmon et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2015). In 2010, however, the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) launched an initiative called National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
(NINDS) Common Data Element project (Stone, 2010) that has led to the generation of common
data elements (CDEs) and case report forms (CRFs) for more than 10 neurological diseases; these
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(https://www.commondataelements.ninds.nih.gov).
The need for standardization of preclinical studies between laboratories was recognized in the
European Union (EU) 7th Framework (FP7) funded project “Targets and biomarkers for
antiepileptogenesis” (EPITARGET), a consortium of 18 partners in 9 European Countries, 12 of
which conduct preclinical studies. This led to the design of the first available CDEs for preclinical
studies on epilepsy to help investigators to systematically collect, analyze, standardize and share
preclinical epilepsy data. These CDEs and CRFs can now be downloaded from the EPITARGET web
page (www.epitarget.eu). Here, we briefly summarize the procedures employed for generation of
CDEs, the lessons learned, and the anticipated challenges ahead. We will also briefly discuss the
good data management practices.

2. Methods
2.1. Terminology and generation of EPITARGET CDEs
A CDE can be defined as a basic unit which is common across all the study subjects. Examples
include animal species, background strain, vendor information, and sex of an animal. CDEs can be
divided into general core CDEs, disease-specific core CDEs, supplemental – highly recommended
CDEs, supplemental CDEs, and exploratory CDEs (“Glossary,” 2016).
Core CDE is a data element that collects essential information applicable to any study, including
either those which span across all disease and therapeutic areas or those that are specific to one
disease area. Supplemental-highly recommended CDEs are data elements which are essential
based on certain conditions or study types. Supplemental CDEs are data elements which are
commonly collected but whose relevance depends upon the study design or type of research
5

involved. Exploratory CDEs are data elements that require further validation, but may fill current
gaps in the CDEs and/or substitute for an existing CDE once validation is complete.
The CDEs describing the elements belonging to the same procedure (e.g., CDEs for a given
behavioral test such as Morris water-maze) are logically organized into a CRF. Next, CRFs are
organized in modules, collating the CRFs related to the same entity (e.g., “Imaging”) (Fig. 1).
To tailor the EPITARGET CDEs according to the project needs, EPITARGET partners formed
working groups to generate the CDEs, CRFs, and Guidelines in their areas of expertise, for
example, in modelling of epileptogenesis, behavioral testing, blood analysis, or imaging.
Documents underwent several iterations over a 1-y period, during which the working groups
communicated via teleconferences and workshops.
EPITARGET CRFs were organized into eight main modules: core animal characteristics, injuryrelated monitoring and procedures, post-injury monitoring, antiepileptogenesis treatment,
laboratory tests, pathology, imaging, and assessment of functional outcome. The main modules
were further divided into multiple sub-modules, describing the variables tailored to represent the
experimental designs of EPITARGET (Fig. 1).

2.2. Implementation
The preclinical EPITARGET CDEs are currently available at the EPITARGET webpage
(http://www.epitarget.eu/cdes/). Based on the CDE collection, a data dictionary was built. A data
dictionary is a metadata repository, defining every variable and their relationship to other
variables. The metadata contained in the data dictionary was used to structure the data collection
instruments for the EPITARGET database created in Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap)
(Harris et al., 2009).
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2.3. Data management
After acquisition, data is collected and entered into the REDCap database located at the Lund
University (Sweden) data server. The data can be accessed and analyzed using investigators’ own
personal computers, computational servers, or cloud-based systems connecting to the data
repository. Raw, analyzed and backup data will be stored in data repository for long-term use and
reanalysis (Fig. 2).

3. Discussion
Lack of translation from preclinical discoveries to clinical practice in the treatment of
neurological and psychiatric diseases has been well-recognized in the research community. The
first actions to improve the translational potential of preclinical studies were taken by
investigators in the stroke field by the STAIR initiative (Stroke Therapy Academic Industry
Roundtable, 1999), and more recently in spinal cord injury (SCI) field by publishing minimum
information standards for reporting SCI experiments (Lemmon et al., 2014). In parallel to
development of EPITARGET CDEs, Smith et al. (2015) published the Working Group document,
listing the CDEs for the needs of preclinical traumatic brain injury (TBI) research. Further steps
were recently taken by the International League Against Epilepsy, American Epilepsy Society, and
NIH by establishing a Task force for generation of preclinical CDEs for epilepsy research (Simonato
et al., 2014). The CDEs generated by EPITARGET serve as useful templates for this Task force.
Even though the harmonization of data collection according to approved protocols can be
expected to increase the experimental reproducibility between the study sites, for example, in
preclinical multicentre studies designed to find biomarkers and treatments for epileptogenesis,
several challenges remain. These include data management, continuity of data repositories,
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updating of CDEs, training of investigators in use of CDEs, cost, data security, and last but not least,
motivating investigators to use and develop CDEs.
The FAIR Guiding Principles, which have been proposed for proper data management practices
and data stewardship, consist of four foundational principles: Findability, Accessibility,
Interoperability and Reusability (Wilkinson et al., 2016). EPITARGET has tackled the challenge by
developing and using CDEs, data dictionaries, and applying an easily implemented database
platform (REDCap). These actions are expected to reduce miscommunication across EPITARGET
research groups and increase data comparability. Well-managed data repository will facilitate
findability and help to produce accessible and interoperable metadata and data itself. The
metadata-driven web-based platform used for data collection will ensure easy and intuitive secure
data capture across EPITARGET research groups. Furthermore, long-term storage will enable the
reusability of the data in the future.
Data security was one of the issues that emerged during the development of the preclinical
CDEs and the construction of a database. Although preclinical animal datasets do not need to be
treated with the same anonymity and caution as patient-related data, there are still reasons to
protect the data. For example, unauthorized use of the shared database would increase the risk of
data misinterpretation. Also, it could lead to the failure to direct the credit to the centres
producing the data. Therefore, there is a need to develop procedures which regulate the access to
the preclinical database and its use.
Application of CDEs in daily experimental work will require not only to standardize laboratory
practices according to the guidelines provided, but also training of investigators and technicians to
use and manage the database. Efficient user-friendly software tools and researcher training should
be available to help the first-time users in data management practises.
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Even though CDEs and data management are anticipated to provide a remedy to cure
underpowered preclinical studies, an important question is: at what cost? Database design and
maintenance during and after the funding period, as well as development of user-friendly
software tools, require special technical expertise. In addition to the extra time and effort invested
by data managers, researchers and IT-personnel, storage space, backups, hardware, software
licenses add to the costs. Thus, the data management expenses should be included in grant
applications (Rocca-Serra et al., 2016).
Some funding organizations like the United States Department of Defense and the NIH already
require the use of CDEs and upload of data into the data repository in some of their grant
instruments, providing a strong incentive for investigators to use CDEs. The spinal cord injury
research community compiled guidelines for publishing data which is another way of motivating
the use of CDEs (Lemmon et al., 2014). However, we are currently in the very beginning of the
road that will take us from harmonization of preclinical epilepsy studies to big data analysis of
large animal datasets, for which we already have some examples available (Ferguson et al., 2013;
Nielson et al., 2014). Challenges such as training, costs, and policies related to use of data
repositories during and after the funding period are important issues to be solved, not only to
benefit a single project such as EPITARGET but to help in establishing the CDEs in the epilepsy
research community in general. Ultimately, we believe that the use of CDEs will facilitate the
harmonization of (multicentre) preclinical studies, translation of preclinical findings to the clinic,
and promote the development of novel treatments for patients at risk of epilepsy or its
progression.
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Figure 1. EPITARGET Common Data Elements (CDEs) are constructed into eight main modules:
Core animal characteristics, injury-related monitoring and procedures, post-injury monitoring,
antiepileptogenesis treatment, laboratory tests, pathology, imaging, and assessment of functional
outcome. The 8 main modules include multiple sub-modules. For example, behavioral and
cognitive

outcome/spontaneous

seizures/seizure

susceptibility

sub-modules

are

under

“assessment of functional outcome” module. Each sub-module has a specific case report form
(CRF)

which

contains

the

CDEs
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related

in

a

logical

order.

Figure 2. Data management and handling of the EPITARGET Database. Data is being collected by
research groups. After data acquisition, relevant standardized case report forms (CRFs) are filled
for each animal in the REDCap database located in data server. Raw, analyzed, and backup data is
stored in data repositories for long-term use and reanalysis. Standardized data collection, as well
as well-managed long-term data storage and management ensure data integrity, consistency, and
availability for further use.
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